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Abstract
A recent model for the drop-on-demand (DoD) jetting of
mono-disperse linear polymer solutions has identified three regimes of behaviour: with the polymer chains fully relaxed; with
significant viscoelastic effects; and with the chains fully extended.
These regimes have now been confirmed by experimental observations in several different systems. The model predicts the maximum jettable concentration of polymer as a function of molecular
weight. The highly extensional flows in high-speed jetting with
viscous solvents can fully stretch linear polymer chains outside the
nozzle, permitting jetting of solutions with higher polymer contents
than for purely elastic behaviour. These results are significant for
DoD printing at high jet speeds and will be relevant to jet formation from linear polymer solutions for any DoD printhead.

Introduction
Drop-on-demand (DoD) ink-jet printing of dilute polymer solutions, with a fixed drive waveform to achieve a main drop tip
speed of ~ 6 m/s at ~ 1 mm standoff had been studied by highresolution spark flash imaging [1]. Dilute solutions of polystyrene
(PS) with near mono-disperse molecular weights (Mw) from 24,000
to 488,000 g/mol were prepared in a good but viscous solvent,
diethyl phthalate (DEP). The dependence on polymer molecular
length (L) of the maximum PS concentration for DoD jetting was
determined. Zimm-Rouse theory for polymers in dilute solution
provides a quantitative relation between L and Mw as described
elsewhere [2].
These polymer solutions with low Mw and dilutions were expected to show jetting behaviour either controlled by linear viscosity tending towards the Newtonian solvent viscosity at the lowest
polymer concentrations, or “elastic” behaviour, with the maximum
jettable concentration falling rapidly (at least as an inverse square
law) with Mw. However results from both our experiments [3, 4]
and our numerical simulations [5] appeared to show the variation
of this limiting concentration to be close to 1/Mw, which was unexplained by polymer theory. Earlier results, from de Gans et al
[6], for slower (~ 2 m/s) jets of mono-disperse polystyrene solutions in another “good” solvent from a different print head type
appeared to show “elastic” behaviour at high Mw. We have sought
to understand these apparent discrepancies.

Numerical simulations & models
Numerical code developed by Morrison and Harlen has been
validated separately for DoD and CIJ jetting conditions, using a
large-scale drop generator system [7] as well as by various results
on the scale of industrial inkjet printing [8]. This axi-symmetric
code for fluid flow incorporates polymer Zimm models [5] and at
high shear rate predicted a relationship between the required print
head drive and Mw which was unexpected but which was consistent with the jetting data for PS in DEP obtained in earlier work.

Recently [9], another possible regime for polymer behaviour
was considered: if polymer chains become fully stretched, i.e.
beyond the viscoelastic region, how does this affect the fluid jetting? Once the polymer chains are fully stretched they behave like
rigid rods of length L in solution, with very high viscosity >100
times the viscosity at low extension rate. (The viscosity ratio between fully stretched chains and the Newtonian viscosity in this
model [9] is given by ⅔L², and for a linear polymer with Mw >
100,000 g/mol the value of L > ~15.) This higher viscosity suggests a power-law dependence on polymer concentration that still
does not conform directly to all ink-jet measurements, since it
neglects key aspects of high speed ink-jets.
A previous approach to understanding polymer solution inkjets [10] was based on a simple model of an extending ligament
combined with the polymer theory. This approach gave very good
descriptions of viscoelastic behaviour and predicted the conditions
under which fluid is initially ejected from the nozzle but never
separates, and retracts back inside (“bungee jumpers”). However,
this approach was applied only to relatively low extension rates
(jet speeds) compared with those reported here.
Figure 1 shows the model for the rapidly extending ink-jet.

Figure 1: Basic model of extending ink-jet [9], following earlier approach [10].

Using the previous model approach [10] and the multi-mode
Zimm model, it was found [9] that at high extension rates in fast
jetting conditions a combination of fully stretched polymer chains
and thinning of the ligament during fluid extension reduced the
predicted overall power-law dependence on concentration close to
that observed for ink-jets of PS in the (viscous) solvent diethyl
phthalate (DEP), also providing some explanations for the scaling
law that was found in the earlier simulation results [5].

Model results
Three regimes of ink-jet jetting behaviour are predicted [9]:
two are well-known but the third had not previously been clearly
identified in the literature or experimental data. Transitions between these regimes depend on the initial Weissenberg number
(Wi) given by the product of initial extension rate (ė) and polymer
relaxation time (τ), where we approximate the extension rate from
the initial jet speed (U0) and length scale (d) for the jet neck (see
Figure 1):
Wi = ė × τ

(1)

ė = U0/d

(2)

Newtonian, viscoelastic and fully stretched chains are associated with the extensional flow conditions 0 < Wi < ½, ½ < Wi < L,
and L < Wi respectively, and correspond to particular scaling laws
in L (or Mw). The power law exponents for the Mw dependence of
the maximum jettable concentration (in g/cc, wt%, etc.) in the
three regimes are (1-3ν), (1-6ν) and (-2ν) respectively, where ν is
the solvent quality factor which generally lies between 0.5 (poor)
and 0.6 (very good). For PS in the “good” solvent DEP (diethyl
phthalate), ν=0.567 and the scaling law exponents are -0.70, -2.40
and -1.12 respectively. Figure 2 shows the three regimes, for PS in
DEP, indicating the scaling laws and the transition points at Wi ≈
½ and Wi ≈ L; the solid curve is based on numerical simulations
with a more exact model for deceleration. The model fails for L <
5. Higher extensional rates and solvent viscosities increase Wi
linearly: both transitions move towards lower Mw values and
shrink the viscoelastic region, such that jetting is then limited for
most Mw by extensional behaviour of fully stretched polymer
chains.

maximum jettable concentration for solutions of PS in DEP, corresponding to ~6 m/s tip speeds, were evaluated at a nominal “standoff” distance of ~1 mm, for a Xaar XJ126-200 (non-wetting nozzle) print head. Concentration limits were extrapolated to a drive
voltage setting of EFF=1.3±0.2 in the print head control software,
which is responsible for the error bars plotted in Figure 3.
Figure 3 compares the results for jetting of PS in DEP at ~6
m/s (■) [9] and of PS in acetophenone (ATP) at ~ 2 m/s (□) from
de Gans et al (2004) [6], together with appropriate scaling law
slopes adjusted to the data. For PS in DEP the data are consistent
with fully stretched chains at Mw > 100 kDa (probably with a
Newtonian regime I, shown as a dashed line, but almost no viscoelastic regime II), whereas PS in ATP is consistent with scaling in
the regimes I and II (and the highest Mw point may possibly lie in
regime III as shown by the dotted line) [9].
Figure 4 shows c/c* vs Mw from A-Alamry et al. [15], where
c* is the concentration limit for dilute solutions (e.g. [2]).

Figure 3. Jetting limit data for PS in “good” solvents DEP (■) [9] and ATP (□)
[6] overlaid with model predictions from the 3 regimes. Solutions in DEP (■)
appear consistent with fully stretched chains at most Mw, but solutions in
acetophenone (□) are consistent with regimes I & II (& III?)[9]. See Appendix.

Figure 2. Predictions (see Appendix) for maximum jettable concentrations for
PS solutions in the “good” solvent DEP, indicating power law slopes in the 3
regimes and Weissenberg number Wi values at transitions between them.

Experimental results
Experimental techniques for imaging and analysis have been
presented previously: for high speed flash by Hutchings et al. [1]
and for high speed video imaging by Hsiao et al. [11]. Methods for
rheological characterization [4] and related experiments on polystyrene solutions in DEP filament stretching and thinning [8, 12,
13, 14], as well as full details of the materials and solution preparation, are described elsewhere [9]. Experimental values for the

Figure 4. Jetting limit data, from A-Alamry et al [15], for PS and PMMA in a
“good” solvent, overlaid by the scaling predictions for the slope of the c/c* vs.
Mw plot from the new model [9] for solvent quality factor ν=0.55. Jetting data
for a 50 µm MicroFab print head, at drives of 30V (▲) and 50V (●), are shown
for each polymer solution, with PMMA as solid symbols and PS as open
symbols. The slopes (0, -1.65 and -0.45) depicted on the c/c* vs. Mw plot are
close to the regime slopes for PS in DEP (Fig 2) after subtracting the Mw
dependence of c*. The uncertainties are estimated as ± 0.08 in c/c*.

Jetting of solutions of PMMA (polymethylmethacrylate, another
linear polymer) and PS in the “good” solvent γ-butyrolactone
(GBL) has been reported recently by A-Alamry et al. [15]. Dividing the scaling predictions (i.e. subtracting the slopes) for maximum concentration c vs. Mw (in three regimes equivalent to Figure
2) by the scaling for c* vs. Mw (as given in the first regime), the
predicted scaling for c/c* data vs. Mw is readily found. The data in
Figure 4 [16] show trends that reflect the power law scaling in all
three regimes from Figure 2. The possible change of slope, and
hence regime, between jetting at 30V and 50V drive is linked to a
higher initial jet speed U0 associated with higher drive, and hence
higher Weissenberg number through increased extension rate ė, as
shown by equation (2). Observation of three regimes in data for
jetting in quite different systems strongly supports the model [9].
Table 1 lists the Mw scaling laws from the model predictions,
and the values of the exponents for solvent quality factor 0.5 < ν <
0.6, for the maximum jettable concentration c (and c/c*) for the
three regimes of behaviour.
Table 1: Mw scaling laws in three regimes of polymer behaviour

Regime:
Law:
c
c/c*
c
c/c*

Viscous: I
1-3ν
0
-0.65±0.15
0

Viscoelastic: II
1-6ν
-3ν
-2.30±0.30
-1.65±0.15

Fully
stretched: III
-2ν
ν-1
-1.10±0.10
-0.45±0.05

Discussion
The data for PS in acetophenone at the higher Mw in Figure 3
lie in regime II (and possibly III) but the behaviour was not interpreted as completely elastic by de Gans et al. (2004) [6], perhaps
because the slope is slightly too shallow if regime III is missed [9].
With the identification of a fully stretched regime in jetting, the
data from de Gans et al. (2004) [6] can be considered good evidence for both the critical concentration c*-limited regime I and
viscoelastic-limited regime II, with the transition between these
taking place at Mw ≈ 360 kDa for 2 m/s jetting from a 70 µm diameter MicroDrop print head. The scaling law prediction for the
fully stretched chain is Mw ≈ 1650 kDa under these conditions. The
data for PS in DEP are for ~6 m/s jetting from a 50 µm diameter
XJ126-200 printhead, and equation (2) suggests that ė was ~4
times that for PS in ATP. However, theory suggests that the polymer relaxation time is proportional to the solvent viscosity [2], so
equation (1) implies that WiDEP is ~7WiATP under the same jetting
conditions. This becomes ~28 times greater than under the de Gans
et al [6] conditions. This large factor moves the points for both the
transitions for PS in DEP to much lower values of Mw that produce
relaxation times 28 times shorter than the equivalent values for PS
in ATP. This effectively reduces the gap between regime I and
regime III, almost (but not quite) enough to eliminate regime II for
PS in DEP [9]. Chain relaxation times from the Zimm model also
underestimate the effective relaxation time for PS in DEP at lower
Mw [14], which most probably prevents access to viscoelastic regime II in our data [9].
Many previous authors have claimed fully stretched ligaments
in their jetting experiments without proof, but rather based on expectations. In the present work, the experimental power law scal-

ing dependence was tested by matching polymer theory to the
model of jet thinning, and backed up by numerical simulations,
with good agreement that also excludes other interpretations such
as viscoelastic behaviour for the highest molecular weights. The
implications for ink-jetting of polymer solutions are several: it
proves far easier to jet fully stretched chains of high molecular
weight polymer than in the viscoelastic mode, since in the latter
the limiting concentration has a Mw exponent of (1-6ν) not (-2ν);
the use of low viscosity solvent can suppress (through the polymer
relaxation time) the onset of full stretching for high Mw polymer
(as seen but perhaps not fully identified by de Gans et al. [6]).
Depending on the choice of solvent viscosity, DoD print
head nozzle diameter and jetting speed, there is a rather narrow
range of molecular weight which can give viscoelastic (1-6ν) behaviour, because the separation in Wi value between regimes I and
III is only ~⅔L; applications with higher jet speeds (and narrower
nozzles) can reach Wi > L at lower Mw, as seen in the data for PS
in DEP in Figure 3.
The precise value of the solvent quality factor ν does not significantly affect the implications of the three different scaling laws
for inkjet printing of polymer solutions, because a “poor” solvent
has ν = 0.5 and a “good” solvent has ν = 0.6. Thus the exact value
of ν for the polymer/solvent combination might be unknown, but
can reasonably be represented by the value ν = 0.55 without much
error. Thus the slopes for c/c* vs. Mw in Figure 4 (0, -1.65, -0.45),
or their equivalent slopes in dimensional concentration as in Figure
2 but evaluated with ν=0.55 (-0.65, -2.30, -1.10), should provide
reasonable limits for the jetting of linear polymer solutions from
all DoD print heads. This simplification of the more exact results
may assist in practical application of the theory to other solvents,
as the three regimes will exist for all solvents.
Extension of this approach to commonly jetted polymer molecules is clearly of interest for industrial DoD applications:
branched, star and flexible polymers often behave differently in
jetting from linear polymers, as has been reported elsewhere [16,
17]. The influence of a high poly-dispersity index (a measure of
the range of molecular weight in a sample) in bulk commercial
polymers has been investigated in detail for DoD jetting of aqueous solutions of polyethylene oxide (PEO) [17].
Knowledge of the polymer relaxation time is important in this
approach, although this parameter has only recently become measurable experimentally at extension rates approaching those in inkjet printing, e.g. as shown by Vadillo et al [13, 14]. New methods
for measurements of the rheology of inkjet fluids have also been
introduced by Jung et al [18]. Further presentations on the numerical simulations of polymer jetting were also given elsewhere, e.g.
Morrison et al (2011), Harlen et al (2012) [19, 20].

Conclusions
Extensional strain and fully stretched polymer chains are relevant to fast drop-on-demand ink-jetting. Evidence from experiments, models and numerical simulations, for high jet speeds and
viscous solvents, strongly supports this. Other results for jetting of
linear polymer solutions, at lower speed in far lower viscosity
solvents and with different printhead technology, are also explained, allowing the formulation of general scaling rules that
should for useful guidelines for the jetting of solutions of any linear polymer from any drop-on-demand printhead.

Appendix
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because of the larger nozzle and slower ATP drop speed. These
transitions for PS in ATP are raised to 260 kDa (220 kDa) for entering the elastic regime and to ~ 3300 kDa (~ 2600 kDa) for entering the stretched chain regime. These predictions appear consistent with the data of de Gans et al [6], as shown in Figure 3 above.
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second transition is predicted at molecular weights well beyond
the data, despite apparent agreement in Figure 4 with the stretched
scaling law (which may be due to polymer chain scission [15]).
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